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During the Stone Age different
groups of people lived in the land

that is now China. The first dynasty
(line of rulers) that was recorded in
writing was the Shang. They came
to power when a tribal chief called
Tang defeated Jie, ruler of the Xia

dynasty, in 1600 BC. The Shang
Dynasty lasted until 1046 BC, when
they were overthrown by the Zhou

Dynasty. 
 
 

The Shang people lived by the
Yellow River, which provided good

land for farming. We know about
their lives from the objects they left

behind, such as bronze tools and
weapons, sculptures carved from

jade and pots made from clay. 
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A lot of developments and discoveries were made in China during
the Shang dynasty. Discoveries were made in astrology,

mathematics and a 365 day calendar was created and used. Large
cities were built in this time, and social programmes were

developed to help the poor.

King Tang of Shang



 
The Shang people also believed

that the gods and ancestors
could communicate with them

and give advice about the
future. A priest could write a
question on an 'oracle bone',
usually a shoulder bone from

an ox or a turtle shell. The
priest would then heat up the

oracle bone until it cracked and
interpret the patterns the

cracks made to decipher the
answer.
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The questions written on the
oracle bones tell us a lot

about events people were
worried about such as wars,

harvests and floods. The
Shang spoke an early version

of modern Chinese and
priests wrote their questions

in pictograms, a style of
writing where the character

resembles the object it
represents, similar to modern

Chinese writing. 

People in the Shang Dynasty worshipped many  different gods.
They also worshipped their ancestors as they believed family

members watched and protected the family after death.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Air drying clay (or egg shell)
Pen

Equipment List:

Instructions:
Flatten out a piece of

clay (if using clay) and
wait for it to dry.

Write your question on
the clay or eggshell.

Drop the clay or
eggshell on the floor. 

Have a look at the
cracks. What message
do you think they are

trying to give you? 
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